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undermining of economic and information stability of both the states as a whole and individual segments in 

as a catalyst for social change in countries which are donating terrorism and countries which are the object 
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While the Republicans may join with the Democrats to ensure Trump does not raise sanctions against 



has been no “smoking gun” to lead to the president but there has been unrelentingly bad news for Trump 

“retirement” from the military services is essentially meaningless in the light of recent appointments to the 

Ancillary to this is whether legal and political appearances – quaint concepts such as “checks 

as nondisclosure of Congressional members of military reserve despite constitutional ban on holding 
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This article aims to contribute to our understanding of religious dynamics in Eastern European socie

The analysis reveals that Eastern European societies with prevailing Catholic identity had a decrease 
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of organizations and institutions created by them to provide a set of needs for their physical and spiritual 

the concept of “subsystem” as a set of material and spiritual Individual cultural structures of an integrative 
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Criterion validation is based on questions that describe behavior or objective statuses of respondents 
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Gender electoral stereotypes concept is a developing paradigm are not key in electoral researches 

gender electoral stereotype idea is worth to be included in the theoretical discourse as one of the key 
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ing is understood as a “state of equilibrium or balance that can be affected by life events or challenges”  

the population of some territory or members of certain social groups and that will help to identify the most 
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The article is devoted to the positive and negative features of the legalization of prostitution in the 
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The current situation of a communication component of rehabilitation establishments in Ukraine 

ance” and a principle of “peer to peer” become meaningful in mentioned institutions as well as a growing 
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The article presents a systematic assessment of the interconnections and differences of concepts such 
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is made from the point of view of possibilities to applying of these theories and conceptions to Ukrainian 
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On the formation of verbal and behavioral practices of interaction with the mentally ill effect suprana
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and “expenditures” as a methodological basis for the analysis of religion introduce a new understanding of 
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 The article also describes the main threats to the cyber security of Ukraine in the context of Rus
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Current military and political situation around Ukraine and immediately in it has considerably 

Canada focuses much on providing and supporting national and regional security and interests in 
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The article analyses the principle of “presumption of guilt” as a means of combating the phenomenon 
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The article presents a comprehensive study of the renewed roles played by civil society in the 
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The article proposes the hypothesis that the interpretation of the concept of Europe directly cor

practices promotes the spread of ideas of moderate and radical “eurosceptics” that could lead to the disin
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the article discusses the features of occurrence and impact of protest social and political movements and 
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The article describes the problem of the origin and further development of the eastern branch of the 
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The article proposes to consider the formation of legal order and the theory of legal order through 
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research and design organizations in Ukraine and more rationally organize work to prevent and investigate 
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